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The False Claims Act (FCA)

• The FCA, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729–3733, is the federal
government’s primary weapon to redress fraud
against government agencies and programs
• The FCA provides for recovery of civil penalties and
treble damages from any person who knowingly
submits or causes the submission of false or fraudulent
claims to the United States for money or property
• Under the FCA, the Attorney General, through DOJ
attorneys, investigates and pursues FCA cases
• DOJ devotes substantial resources to pursuing FCA
cases—and to considering whether qui tam cases merit
parallel criminal investigations

“It seems quite clear that
the objective of Congress
was broadly to protect

the funds and property
of the Government
from fraudulent
claims ….”
Rainwater v. United States,
356 U.S. 590 (1958)
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FCA – Key Provisions

31 U.S.C.
§ 3729(a)(1)

Statutory Prohibition

Summary

(A)

Knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, a
false or fraudulent claim for payment or approval

False/Fraudulent Claim

(B)

Knowingly makes or uses, or causes to be made
or used, a false record or statement material to a
false or fraudulent claim

False
Record/Statement

(C)

Conspires to violate a liability provision of the
FCA

(G)

Knowingly conceals or knowingly and improperly
avoids or decreases an obligation to pay or
transmit money or property to the government

Conspiracy
“Reverse” False Claim
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FCA – Overview of Key FCA Theories

Factual Falsity
•
•

False billing (e.g., goods or services not
provided)
Overbilling (e.g., upcoding)

Legal Falsity
•
•

Promissory Fraud /
Fraud in the Inducement
•

•

Obtaining a contract through false
statements or fraudulent conduct
United States ex rel. Marcus v. Hess, 317 U.S.
537 (1943) (claims by contractors who
colluded on bids)

Express certification of compliance with
legal requirements
Submission of claim with representations
rendered misleading as to goods/services
provided

Reverse False Claims
•
•

Improper avoidance of obligation to pay
money to the government
Retention of government overpayment
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FCA – Qui Tam Provisions
• Qui Tam Provisions
• Enable so-called “relators” to bring cases in the government’s name
and receive as much as 30% of recovery or judgment
• Allow government to intervene
•

An increasing number of cases are pursued without government
intervention (but often with government statement of interest)

• DOJ has broad dismissal authority
• We will cover ongoing developments in DOJ’s use of this power

• FCA Whistleblower Protections (31 U.S.C. § 3730(h))
• Protect employees and others (e.g., contract workers)
• Relief may include double back pay and interest on back pay;
reinstatement (at same level); or costs and attorneys’ fees

“In short, sir, I have based
the [qui tam provision] upon
the old-fashioned idea of
holding out a temptation
and ‘setting a rogue to
catch a rogue,’ which is the
safest and most expeditious
way I have ever discovered
of bringing rogues to
justice.”
Statement of Senator Howard, Cong. Globe,
37th Cong. 955-56 (1863)

• Case law continues to develop, e.g., around meaning of the antiretaliation provision’s causation language (“because of ”)
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FCA – Damages and Penalties
• Simple Damages Calculation
• Treble damages are traditionally calculated by multiplying the government’s loss by three (e.g., if
the government charged $100 for goods not received, damages would be $300)

• Complex, Contested Damages Calculation
• Calculations are more complicated (and less certain) when the government receives goods or
services it considers deficient or when there is a “false certification” or “promissory fraud”

• Civil Per-Claim Penalty
• Previously $5,500 to $11,000
• Increased by interim rule in 2016, with later adjustments for inflation; current range, per final
rule issued in June 2020: $11,665 to $23,331 per violation
• Lower penalty range still in effect for violations occurring on or before November 2, 2015
($5,500 to $11,000 per violation)
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Universal Health Services, Inc. v. United States ex rel. Escobar
579 U.S. 176 (2016)

• The Supreme Court’s opinion reached a number of key conclusions that have formed the basis for
significant follow-on FCA litigation:
• The Court deemed the “implied false certification” theory of liability viable in certain
circumstances, but declined to decide whether “all claims for payment implicitly represent that the
billing party is legally entitled to payment”
• The Court stated that the FCA’s materiality and scienter requirements are “rigorous” and must

be “strict[ly] enforce[d]”
• The Court set forth factors for consideration in analyzing what makes a particular regulatory or
other requirement “material” to government payment decisions:

• Whether the government has expressly identified compliance with the provision or
regulation as a condition of payment
• Whether the government would have denied payment if it had known of the alleged

noncompliance
• Whether the government in fact continued paying despite knowledge of the alleged

noncompliance
• Whether the noncompliance is minor or insubstantial
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Post-Escobar Materiality – Government Knowledge

United States ex rel. Bibby v. Mortg. Inves. Corp.,
987 F.3d 1340 (11th Cir. 2021)
• The relators alleged that a lender falsely certified charging only fees permitted by Department of
Veterans Affairs (“VA”) regulations, despite bundling prohibited fees (i.e., attorneys’ fees) together
with permissible fees
• The district court granted the lender summary judgment on materiality grounds, in light of evidence
that the government continued paying claims after having notice of the alleged improper fees
• The Eleventh Circuit reversed. It held that government payment despite knowledge of a
noncompliance is relevant, but “the significance of continued payment may vary depending on
the circumstances” and must be evaluated “holistically” alongside other facts regarding
government behavior
• Here, because the VA reminded lenders of applicable fee requirements, and ramped up its audit
efforts, the court found that a genuine factual issue existed that precluded summary judgment.
• The court also found it significant that the VA is required to honor loan guaranties by paying holders
in due course “regardless of any fraud by the original lender”
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Post-Escobar Materiality – Government Knowledge

United States ex rel. Janssen v. Lawrence Mem. Hosp.,
949 F.3d 533 (10th Cir. 2020)
• The case concerned alleged certifications to Medicare regarding patient arrival times, and
the district court granted summary judgment to defendants on materiality
• The Tenth Circuit affirmed, finding it significant that the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services’ third-party investigative service had investigated the relator’s allegations
after she raised them via CMS’s hotline prior to filing suit—and that CMS did “nothing in
response and continue[d] to pay [defendant’s] Medicare claims”
• “Although CMS may not have independently verified [defendant’s] noncompliance—and
thus may not have obtained ‘actual knowledge’ of the alleged infractions—its inaction in
the face of detailed allegations from a former employee suggests immateriality”
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FCA – Scienter

• “Knowingly” requires scienter and is defined as:
• Actual knowledge,
• Deliberate ignorance, or
• Reckless disregard

• Negligence is not actionable
• Specific intent to defraud is not required
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Post-Escobar Scienter

United States ex rel. Schutte v. SuperValu, Inc.,
9 F.4th 455 (7th Cir. 2021)
• The relator alleged that SuperValu knowingly submitted false reports of its pharmacies’ usual and
customary (“U&C”) drug prices when seeking reimbursements under Medicare and Medicaid
• The district court granted summary judgment to SuperValu on the basis that it lacked scienter,
because then-existing case law was unclear on whether SuperValu’s intepretation of U&C prices was
correct, SuperValu’s interpretation was “objectively reasonable,” and “there was no authoritative
guidance to warn SuperValu away from its interpretation of U&C price”
• The district court applied the Supreme Court’s decision in Safeco Ins. Co. of Am. v. Burr, 551 U.S. 47
(2007), which dealt with scienter under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”) and which several
other Circuits—but not the Seventh—had applied to the FCA
• The Seventh Circuit affirmed, holding that:
• Safeco applies to the FCA because it interpreted common-law scienter concepts that appear in
both FCRA and the FCA
• Safeco applies to all three forms of FCA scienter (knowledge, deliberate indifference, and
reckless disregard)
• SuperValu’s interpretation of the definition of U&C prices satisfied Safeco
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Key Limits on the Fraudulent Inducement Theory

United States ex rel. Cimino v. Int’l Bus. Machs. Corp.,
3 F.4th 412 (D.C. Cir. 2021)
• The relator alleged that IBM had violated the FCA by, among other things, fraudulently inducing the
IRS to enter into a license agreement for software it did not want or need
• The district court dismissed the fraudulent inducement claim because, among other things, the
relator failed to plausibly plead that IBM’s conduct was the but-for cause of the IRS’s entering into
the agreement
• The D.C. Circuit reversed the dismissal of the fraudulent inducement claim after undertaking a
detailed analysis of the fraudulent inducement theory of FCA liability and that theory’s causation
requirement
• The court held that fraudulent inducement requires pleading “actual cause” under the
common law but-for test and rejected the relator’s argument that “proximate cause under the
substantial factor test” alone is sufficient
• “[F]raudulent inducement under the FCA incorporates the common law causation
requirement”
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FCA – Statute of Limitations

• The statute of limitations is:
• 6 years from the date of the violation, or

• 3 years from when facts material to the violation are known
or reasonably should have been known to the government,
but not more than 10 years from the date of the violation,

whichever occurs last.
31 U.S.C. § 3731(b)
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Recent Jurisprudence – Statute of Limitations

Cochise Consultancy, Inc. v. United States ex rel. Hunt,
139 S. Ct. 1507 (2019)
• Resolving a Circuit split, the Supreme Court held that an extended limitations period of
up to ten years applies in all FCA cases, whether the government has intervened or not
• Following Cochise, relators can now employ the extended limitations period even in

cases where the government has declined to intervene
• The Court held that courts must look to the government official’s knowledge (not the
relator’s) as the trigger for the additional three-year period
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Recent Jurisprudence – Statute of Limitations

Houpt v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.,
800 F. App’x 533 (9th Cir. 2020)
• The relator alleged FCA claims relating to payments of a loan guarantee by the Small
Business Administration
• The District Court granted summary judgment for defendant, in part on the basis that the
relator’s claims were outside the FCA’s statute of limitations
• On appeal, the Ninth Circuit affirmed on statute of limitations grounds, holding that the
six-year limitations period begins running when a claim for payment is submitted, and
assuming without deciding that the SBA official—not DOJ—was the relevant official for
purposes of the three-year tolling provision under the statute
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FCA – Public Disclosure Bar

• Public Disclosure Bar. A relator’s qui tam complaint cannot be “substantially the
same” as allegations or transactions publicly disclosed in certain enumerated sources
such as public hearings, government audits or reports, or the news media
• “Original Source” Exception: A relator may proceed on publicly disclosed
allegations if he/she is an “original source” of the allegations, meaning he/she either:
• voluntarily disclosed them to the government prior to the public disclosure; or
• voluntarily disclosed them to the government before filing and has knowledge that is
“independent of and materially adds to” the public disclosures
• 2010 Amendments: The public disclosure provisions were amended to the current
language by PPACA in 2010; previously, the bar was jurisdictional and contained
differences in the public disclosure and original source provisions
• The public disclosure bar does not apply to DOJ
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Recent Jurisprudence – Public Disclosure Bar

United States ex rel. Banigan v. PharMerica, Inc.,
950 F.3d 134 (1st Cir. 2020)
• Applying the pre-2010 version of the public disclosure bar, the First Circuit held that, for
purposes of the original source exception, a relator’s “independent knowledge” need not
be based on actual participation in or observation of the alleged conduct; rather, the
relator need only have direct and independent knowledge “of the information on
which the allegations are based”
• The court held that the fact that the relator learned about the alleged conduct from
other people did not disqualify him as an original source
• The relator was “a corporate insider” who learned of the underlying conduct during his
employment, and via communications with the primary participants in the conduct and
“documents . . . that he obtained through his own investigative efforts”
• There was no “intervening agency, instrumentality, or influence” between the sources
of the relator’s knowledge and the knowledge itself
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Recent Jurisprudence – Public Disclosure Bar

United States ex rel. Schweizer v. Canon, Inc.,
9 F.4th 269 (5th Cir. 2021)
• The relator filed her first FCA qui tam case against a company that was subsequently
acquired by Canon prior to settlement of the first FCA lawsuit
• After settlement of her first FCA lawsuit, the relator then filed an FCA qui tam case
against Canon, alleging the same fraudulent conduct (including violation of the same
government contracts) at issue in the first FCA lawsuit
• The court affirmed the dismissal of the relator’s complaint under the public disclosure
bar, holding that the scheme alleged against Canon was “based upon” the same allegations
and transactions asserted in the relator’s first FCA lawsuit
• The court rejected the relator’s arguments that the public disclosure bar did not apply
because the companies were different, that Canon’s alleged scheme occurred at a later
time, and that Canon violated additional government contracts
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FCA – First-to-File Bar

• First-to-File Bar. The FCA provides that, when a qui tam action is “pending,” “no
person other than the Government may intervene or bring a related action based on
the [same] facts”
• The first-to-file bar does not apply to DOJ
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Recent Jurisprudence – First-to-File Bar

In re Plavix Marketing, Sales Practice & Prods. Liability Litig. (No. II),
974 F.3d 228 (3d Cir. 2020)
• Deepening a Circuit split, the Third Circuit joined the First, Second, and D.C. Circuits in
holding that the FCA’s first-to-file bar is not jurisdictional, such that arguments
under the first-to-file bar do not implicate the court’s subject matter jurisdiction,
even if they are a cause for dismissal
• In contrast, the Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits have held that the bar is
jurisdictional
• This distinction can affect how, and when, arguments under the first-to-file bar may be
made, and also the standard of review a court applies
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Denials of Writs of Certiorari in Key Cases

• United States ex rel. Druding v. Care Alternatives, 952 F.3d 89 (3d Cir. 2020)
• Winter ex rel. United States v. Gardens Reg’l Hosp. & Med. Ctr., Inc.,
953 F.3d 1108 (9th Cir. 2020)
• Both courts held that a relator does not need to show “objective falsehood,” and
that medical opinions underlying certifications to the Government can be false or
fraudulent
• The Supreme Court denied both writs of certiorari, leaving a potential circuit split over
whether FCA falsity requires an “objective falsehood”
• United States v. AseraCare, Inc., 938 F.3d 1278 (11th Cir. 2019): FCA falsity requires
proof of an “objective falsehood,” and a “reasonable disagreement between
medical experts as to the accuracy of ” “a clinical judgment” regarding eligibility for
benefits “with no other evidence to prove the falsity of the assessment” is not an
“objective falsehood”
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FCA – Biden Administration
• To date, there have been no major shifts in overarching FCA policy, but the contours of the Biden
Administration’s priorities are emerging
• With nearly $400 million in FCA settlements in the first half of the year, more aggressive and
forward-leaning FCA enforcement may well be on the horizon
• The Biden Administration forecasts that its efforts to root out COVID-19-related fraud will result in
“significant cases and recoveries” under the FCA
• In a February 2021 speech at the Federal Bar Association Qui Tam Conference, Acting Assistant
Attorney General Brian M. Boynton outlined DOJ’s Civil Division’s six enforcement priorities:
1. Pandemic-related fraud;
2. Opioids;
3. Fraud targeting seniors;

4. Electronic health records;
5. Telehealth; and
6. Cybersecurity
• Acting AAG Boynton also stated explicitly that observers can “expect the Civil Division to continue to
expand its own efforts to identify potential fraudsters, including its reliance on various types of data
analysis”
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DOJ Enforcement Priorities – The COVID-19 Era

• In February 2021, Acting Assistant Attorney General Brian Boynton reiterated the Civil Division’s
focus on COVID-related enforcements in a speech to the Federal Qui Tam Bar:
• “[T]he False Claims Act will play a significant role in the coming years as the government
grapples with the consequences of this pandemic”
• “The vast majority of the funds distributed under these programs have gone to eligible
recipients. Unfortunately, however, some individuals and businesses applied for – and received –
payments to which they were not entitled. . . . [T]he inevitable fraud schemes . . . resemble
misconduct that the False Claims Act has long been used to address”
• “The Civil Division is working closely with various Inspector Generals and other agency
stakeholders to identify, monitor, and investigate the misuse of critical pandemic relief monies,
and we expect this collaborative effort to translate into significant cases and recoveries”
• In March, DOJ confirmed that “whistleblower complaints have been on the rise” during the
COVID-19 pandemic
• On May 17, the Attorney General established the COVID-19 Fraud Enforcement Task Force to
marshal the resources of the Department of Justice in partnership with agencies across
government to enhance efforts to combat and prevent pandemic-related fraud
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DOJ Enforcement Priorities – Civil Cyber-Fraud Initiative

• On October 6, 2021, Deputy Attorney General Lisa O. Monaco announced the launch of DOJ’s
Civil Cyber-Fraud Initiative, combining the department’s civil fraud enforcement, government
procurement and cybersecurity expertise “to combat new and emerging cyber threats to the
security of sensitive information and critical systems.”
“For too long, companies have chosen silence under the mistaken belief that it is less risky
to hide a breach than to bring it forward and to report it”
• The Civil Cyber-Fraud Initiative will use the FCA to pursue cybersecurity-related fraud by
government contractors and grant receipients that are “knowingly providing deficient
cybersecurity products or services, knowingly misrepresenting their cybersecurity practices or
protocols, or knowingly violating obligations to monitor and report cybersecurity incidents and
breaches.”
• Previous cybersecurity FCA actions have been brought by qui tam relators.
• The announcement is part of the Administration’s increasing emphasis on cybersecurity
requirements, including those for government contractors.
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The Future of the Brand Memo
• Jan. 2018 memo by then-Associate Attorney General Rachel Brand
• DOJ “may not use compliance with guidance documents as a basis for proving violations of
applicable law” in affirmative civil enforcement cases
• Codified in Dec. 2018 at Section 1-20.000 of the Justice Manual

• Executive Order 13891 (Oct. 9, 2019):
• Agencies must treat guidance documents as non-binding unless incorporated into a contract
• Agencies may impose legally binding requirements only through regulation and adjudication
• Executive Order 13992 (Jan. 20, 2021):
• Revoked EO 13891
• Noted that agencies must have “flexibility to use robust regulatory action” in key areas
• Interim Final Rule (July 1, 2021):
• Rescinds DOJ regulations limiting the use of guidance documents
• Simultaneously-issued Garland Memo: guidance alone cannot form the basis for an enforcement
action, but “may be entitled to deference or otherwise carry persuasive weight with respect to the
meaning of the applicable legal requirements . . . . Department attorneys are free to cite or rely on
such documents as appropriate”
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The Future of the Granston Memo

• Recent DOJ focus on use of its dismissal authority
(31 U.S.C. § 3730(c)(2)(A))
• Principles in Granston Memo incorporated into DOJ
Justice Manual at Section 4-4.111 in September 2018
• DOJ attorneys should consider dismissal for:
• Facially meritless or duplicative qui tam suits
• Cases seen as interfering with agency policy/programs
• Suits that threaten DOJ’s litigation positions
• Cases that might reveal classified information
• Low expected-value suits
• Actions that frustrate investigative efforts
• Courts divided over which standard applies – the Swift
(deferential) standard or the Sequoia Orange (less
deferential)
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FCA – DOJ Dismissal Authority

• Outcomes in Circuits that have not yet adopted a standard of review remain mixed, but also
highlight the ultimate similarities in the standards
Court

Circuit

Approach

D.R.I.

First

Declined to choose, but found Sequoia Orange satisfied

S.D.N.Y.

Second

Declined to choose, but found Sequoia Orange satisfied

S.D.N.Y.

Second

Sequoia Orange

E.D. Pa.

Third

Declined to choose, finding both standards satisfied

E.D. Pa.

Third

Declined to choose, but applied Sequoia Orange and found it
satisfied

E.D. Va.

Fourth

Swift (but found Sequoia Orange satisfied)

S.D. Miss.

Fifth

Swift

N.D. Ala.

Eleventh

Predicted Circuit Court would apply Swift, but found both
standards satisfied

S.D. Ala.

Eleventh

Applied Sequoia Orange “in abundance of caution” and found it
satisfied
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FCA – Proposed Amendments

Proposed Change

Issue That Proposed Change Attempts to
Address

Shift the burden of proof to the
defendant(s) to disprove materiality

Supreme Court’s 2016 Escobar decision
breathing new life into “materiality”
requirement

Make it more difficult for DOJ to dismiss
qui tam cases

Granston Memo policy encouraging more
DOJ dismissal of qui tams

Allow DOJ to shift the Government’s
discovery costs to the defendant(s)

FCA defendants’ efforts to seek burdensome
discovery from Government to disprove
materiality under Escobar

Make the FCA’s existing anti-retaliation
provisions expressly applicable to postemployment retaliation

Conflicting judicial opinions about whether
FCA covers post-employment retaliation
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By the Numbers: 2020 Federal Fiscal Year

> $2.2 Billion

922

73%

91%

Civil settlements and
judgments under the
FCA

New FCA cases filed

New FCA cases
initiated by a
whistleblower

Overall federal
recovery from cases
in which the
government
intervened

Source: U.S. Dep’t of Justice, “Fraud Statistics – Overview” (Jan. 14, 2021)
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Number of New FCA Suits (FFY 1987–2020)

FFY 2020: 922 new FCA suits • 672 qui tam • 250 non-qui tam
Source: DOJ, “Fraud Statistics – Overview”
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Recoveries through Settlements & Judgments (FFY 2000–2020)

FFY 2020: >$2.2B • $2.04B intervened & non-qui tam • $193M declined
Source: DOJ, “Fraud Statistics – Overview”
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Key Enforcement Risk Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small Business Certifications
Product and Performance Defects
Labor Qualifications
GSA Schedule Contracts
Defective Pricing and Cost Allowability
Country-of-Origin
Procurement Collusion
CARES Act
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Small Business Certification – Recent Settlements
Virginia-Based Financial Services Contractors
• Settled for $1.1M allegations under the civil FCA and Anti-Kickback Act that the
company, which was certified as an 8(a) small, disadvantaged business agreed to bid on
government contract opportunities while subcontracting all of the work back to a
non-8(a) firm. A second settlement occurred as the result of a similar arrangement
with a second non-8(a) entity.

Colorado-Based Remediation Company
• Agreed to pay $3M to resolve allegations the Company submitted fraudulent small
business subcontractor reports and improperly certifying to the Department of
Energy that it subcontracted work to HUBZone entities, notwithstanding its actual
knowledge that its subcontractors did not qualify for HUBZone status.

Connecticut Electrical Contractor
• Settled FCA allegations for $3.2M to resolve allegations that the Company claimed it
subcontracted work to Disadvantaged Business Enterprises under a Department of
Transportation contract, but instead used its own employees to complete that work.
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Defective Products – Recent Settlements
An International Concrete Contractor
• Agreed to settle FCA allegations for nearly $4M, resolving
claims that the company sold substandard concrete to the U.S.
Navy.
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Labor Qualifications – Recent Settlements
A Virginia IT Services Company
• Agreed to pay a $6M settlement to resolve FCA allegations
that it knowingly submitted claims for payment for underqualified personnel at rates reserved for higher-qualified
employees.
A Virginia Healthcare and IT Services Contractor
• Paid $18M to settle FCA allegations related to unqualified
labor used on a GSA services contract.
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GSA Schedule Contracts – Recent Settlements
An Ergonomic Furniture Manufacturer
• Agreed to pay $7.1M to settle FCA allegations relating to purported
misconduct in its GSA Schedule contracts.
• The allegations entailed the company’s failure to fulfill its GSA
contractual obligations by failing to extend discounted pricing.
A Software Engineering and Support Company
• Agreed to pay $2.2M to settle FCA claims alleging failure to make
Industrial Funding Fee payments and provide qualified labor on its GSA
Schdule contract.
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Kickbacks and Defective Pricing – Recent Settlements
A Nationwide Electronic Solutions Provider
• Entered into an $11M settlement of civil and criminal allegations relating to
kickbacks and overcharges on Federally-funded energy savings performance
contracts.
• Admitted that it disguised unallowable design costs across various line items so that
the agencies would pay the costs. A project manager admitted to subcontractor
kickbacks.
An Illinois Manufacturer of Military Vehicles
• Agreed to pay $50M to settle FCA allegations claiming it induced the United States to
overpay for contract parts based on the provision of falsified sales information to
support the reasonableness of its prices.
A Washington Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (“UAV”) Manufacturer
• Settled for $25M FCA allegations that it submitted materially false cost and pricing
data for the provision of new UAVs, but instead provided recycled and refurbished
materials.
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Country-of-Origin Requirements – Recent Settlement
A California-based manufacturer
• Agreed to pay $5.6M to resolve FCA allegations that it falsified the
country-of-origin of materials provided in a contract with the
Government of Israel.
• Because the grant funding sourced from the U.S. Defense Security
Cooperation Agreement Agency was contingent on the provision of
domestic materials, the company’s knowing provision of Chinesesourced materials gave rise to FCA implications.
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Procurement Collusion – Enforcement Actions
Texas-based general construction company
• Federal grand jury in Texas indicted several individuals for conspiring to install a
service-disabled veteran as the ostensible owner of a construction company held out
as a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business, and concealing the fact that
non-veterans exercised disqualifying financial and operational control over the
company.

North Carolina engineering firm
• An engineering firm pleaded guilty to conspiring with one of its customers to rig bids
for aluminum structure projects with the North Carolina Department of
Transportation by purposefully overbidding to allow the customer to win the
contracts.

Belgian security services companies
• A Federal grand jury indicted Belgian security services companies for conspiring to fix
prices and rig bids for security contracts with DoD and NATO by agreeing in advance
which company would win certain contracts to provide security services in Belgium.
45

Potential Risk Areas for Contractors

• CARES Act Relief
• Cybersecurity Requirements
• Section 889
• Federal contractor vaccine mandate
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Deciding Where to Pursue Contract Disputes Act
Claims
Court of Federal Claims
• Has jurisdiction over fraud claims
• The government may assert FCA violations as counterclaims to a
contractor CDA claim at the Court of Federal Claims

Boards of Contract Appeals
• Generally lack jurisdiction over fraud claims, but not all appeals
involving or relating to alleged fraud must be dismissed
• The government has used allegations of fraud to seek dismissal of
contractor CDA claims at the Boards of Contract Appeals
Contracting Officer’s “authority to decide or resolve claims does not extend
to . . . [t]he settlement, compromise, payment or adjustment of any claim
involving fraud.” FAR 33.210(b).
48

Contract Disputes Act – Advisory Opinions
United States of America v. Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC
and Fluor Federal Services, Inc., No. 16-cv-00825 (D.S.C. June 24,
2021)
• DOJ filed FCA suit against Savannah River and Flour based on the
contractors’ submission of certain alleged home office expenses.
• At the request of Savannah River and Flour, the District Court sought
an advisory opinion from the Civilian Board of Contract Appeals
(“CBCA”) about whether the alleged home office expenses were
allowable under the applicable contract.
• CBCA’s advisory opinion found the costs were allowable, and DOJ
thereafter voluntarily dismissed its FCA claims.
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Contract Disputes Act – Timeliness Considerations
Lodge Constr., Inc. v. United States, 153 Fed. Cl. 430, 436 (2021)
• Government filed CDA fraud counterclaim in response to contractor’s
termination for default challenge
• Starting point for the six-year Statute of Limitations period is when the fraud
occurs, not when the government first discovered the fraud.
• Liability is not “determined” until tribunal enters its decision.
• Though the government filed its claim before the six-year period ended,
the claim was time-barred because the court had not entered a finding
of liability before the six-year mark.
• The Court rejected the government’s argument that the CDA merely
requires DOJ to make a determination on the fraud and file a claim

“Liability” for fraud under 41 U.S.C. § 7103(c)(2) “shall be determined
within 6 years of the commission of the misrepresentation of fact or fraud.”
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Contract Disputes Act – Jurisdiction – Suspicion of
Fraud vs. Involvement of Fraud
Widescope Consulting & Contracting Servs., CBCA 6895 (Apr. 16,
2021)
• Contractor appealed deemed denial of claims to the CBCA.
• Contracting Officer concluded after appeal was filed that there was fraud
involved the claim, and the government moved to dismiss the appeal for
lack of jurisdiction stemming from Contracting Officer’s alleged lack of
authority to decide the claim.
• CBCA found that the Contracting Officer’s alleged suspicion of fraud
did not adequately show the involvement of fraud, and CBCA thus
concluded that it retained jurisdiction.
“[M]ere suspicion is insufficient to defeat a finding of jurisdiction.”
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Contract Disputes Act – Jurisdiction – Suspicion of
Fraud vs. Involvement of Fraud
Nauset Construction Corp., ASBCA No. 61673 (May 5, 2021)
• After a Contracting Officer denied contractor’s submitted claims,
contractor filed an appeal before the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals (“ASBCA”).
• Contracting Officer thereafter informed contractor that it had referred
the claims to investigative agencies due to suspicion of fraud, and that
Contracting Officer lacked authority to take action on the claims.
• ASBCA inferred there was no involvement of fraud because “the record
does not support that a finding of fraud in these claims has been made
by an authority competent to make such a finding.”
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Contract Disputes Act – Jurisdiction – Suspicion of
Fraud vs. Involvement of Fraud
Tetra Tech Ec, Inc., ASBCA No. 62449 (June 8, 2021)
• Navy found that contractor falsified soil samples, and it initiated
litigation alleging violations of the FCA. Contractor thereafter
submitted claims (unrelated to the allegedly falsified soil samples) to the
Contracting Officer.
• Contracting Officer concluded that she lacked the authority to decide
the claims on the ground that they involved fraud because of
contractor’s allegedly falsified soil samples.
• ASBCA found “the CDA jurisdictional prohibition applies to fraud
related to the claim and does not apply to fraud believed to be
involved somewhere else, in the formation or performance of the
contract.”
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Compliance Best Practices
FCA Overview and Recent
Jurisprudence

Policy Developments

FCA Enforcement

Key Industry
Developments / Hot
Topics

Compliance Best
Practices

Minimizing Exposure

• Set a compliance-focused “tone from the top”
• Adopt and implement reasonable compliance policies and controls
• A strong internal compliance program may not prevent a rogue
employee from committing fraud, but it may help to defeat scienter
• Train employees on compliance policies and reporting options
• Audit, monitor, and test the compliance program’s effectiveness
• Investigate and remediate
• Develop standards and procedures to prevent, detect, and respond to
improper conduct
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Risk Assessment

•
•
•
•
•

Monitor government interactions
Understand compliance requirements
Account for internal quality control measures
Evaluate business partners
Have a strong HR system in place—most whistleblowers are aggrieved/disgruntled
former employees
• Document the government’s knowledge, awareness, and ratification of contractual and
programmatic deviations
• Take care in responding to billing inquiries, as incorrect explanations may be used as
evidence of fraud
• Documentation and transparency are key
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Investigation Responsiveness

• Critical to know of FCA complaints as soon as possible
• Foster an environment in which employees and other interested parties report concerns
internally
• Separate the message from the messenger, take allegations seriously, and follow up
• Qui tam warning signs:
• HR issues;
• Exit interview statements;
• Unexpected audits;
• Requests for billing explanations;
• Increased web activity; and
• Former employees contacted
• Proactively engage with and present your case to DOJ and USAO
• The most critical juncture is the government’s intervention decision
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Questions?

Upcoming Webcasts & Contact
Information

Upcoming White Collar Webcasts
• October 18 | Negotiating Closure of Government Investigations: NPAs, DPAs, and Beyond | 12:00
– 2:00 pm ET To register, please click here.

• October 19 | The False Claims Act – 2021 Update for Drug and Device Manufacturers | 12:00 –
1:30 pm ET To register, please click here.

• October 21 | Spoofing: What it is, where it’s going | 12:00 – 1:30 pm ET
To register, please click here.

• October 26| False Claims Act – 2021 Update for Health Care Providers | 12:00 – 1:30 pm ET
To register, please click here.

FCA Publications and Recent Recorded Webcasts
FCA Publications
• Surge in False Claims Act Enforcement Continues (August 16, 2021)

https://www.gibsondunn.com/surge-in-false-claims-act-enforcement-continues/
• 2021 Mid-Year False Claims Act Update (July 26, 2021)
https://www.gibsondunn.com/2021-mid-year-false-claims-act-update/

Recent Recorded Webcasts
• National Security Enforcement: Developments and Trends (September 14, 2021)
https://www.gibsondunn.com/webcast-national-security-enforcement-developments-and-trends/

• Economic Espionage and Intellectual Property Theft: Trends and Developments with Threats and Enforcement
(September 23, 2021)
https://www.gibsondunn.com/webcast-economic-espionage-and-intellectual-property-theft-trends-and-developments-with-threats-andenforcement/
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Contact Information – Today’s Panelists
Nick Hanna
Partner
Los Angeles
Tel: +1.213.229.7269
NHanna@gibsondunn.com

Lindsay Paulin
Senior Associate
Washington, D.C.
Tel: +1.202.887.3701
LPaulin@gibsondunn.com

Jonathan Phillips
Partner
Washington, D.C.
Tel: +1.202.887.3546
JPhillips@gibsondunn.com

Jim Zelenay
Partner
Los Angeles
Tel: +1.213.229.7449
JZelenay@gibsondunn.com
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